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By Mireille Owens 

Why would a non-Francophone living in Los 
Angeles decide to attend the Lycée? 

The question above is one that I am sure others in 
my position have also been asked far too many 
times; yet my answer has varied significantly over 
the years. 

Although I did not initially make the decision at the 
age of five to attend Lycée, I was enthusiastic about 
beginning Kindergarten at such a different, unique 
school. Not to mention that the uniforms were 
initially very exciting for me, probably because my 
American Girl Doll could match with me. As the 
innocent five year olds I’m sure we all were, we had 
no idea what awaited us as we progressed through 
the years. And also how deeply we would regret not 
spending the nap time we once were offered, to 
actually nap. 

But that initial decision, from Kindergarten, 
although one I did not make myself, ultimately led 
me to finally making my own choice to continue at 
the Lycée through high school. 

I can’t tell you that there weren't times when I 
didn’t question my decision to stay like the average 
high school student, there were times when I felt 
overwhelmed, exhausted, and overly stressed.

But what eased this experience was that I did not 
have to go through this alone. Of course, I had my 
friends there to relate with; but I was also provided 
with a sense of community and familiarity that is 
so singular to the Lycée. Every day, I walked into 
class knowing that not only was I not alone in my 
struggles, but I also had my classmates there, 
growing and learning from these same 
experiences, as well. I admit that this did not 
eradicate my stress entirely or make any of the 
work easier, but what it did do was ease my entire 
high school experience knowing that the others 
there were going through the same changes and 
difficulties as I was. Friends or not, each of us 
knew each other by name, and our unspoken 
familiarity and comfort with one another was 
something I deeply relished. 

Yes, knowing everyone within the Lycée came 
with both its perks and its inconveniences— 
gossip spreads faster than wildfire. Quarreling 
with one of your friends was a burden because you 
knew you would be unable to avoid seeing them 
for the rest of the day. But whether we noticed it or 
not, being in such a compact, tightly knit 
environment amongst such a large city 
inadvertently shaped us into who we are today. 
These experiences have helped define us and what 
we stand for, forming a strong, reliable school 
environment. Beyond that, Lycée taught us how to 
coexist alongside our dearest friends, but also 
alongside those we might not have enjoyed so 
much. And with coexistence, we were able to learn 
how to become accepting, understanding, and 
most importantly, empathetic.
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And if I could go back in time, I would still make 
the same decision to attend the Lycée. So, I assume 
I should conclude by saying thank you. I would 
firstly like to thank the school for the overall 
experience it provided me: from teaching me such a 
beautiful language to introducing me to such a 
distinct, foreign culture. I identify as a true 
Francophile, now allowing me to actually measure 
up to my authentically French name. Thank you to 
the friends I have made, who are some of the most 
determined, kind-hearted people I have ever met. 
And thank you to the Lycée community— from the 
caring teachers, to the entire staff, and to the entire 
student body.  

By Julia Cabanas 

My favorite memories at Lycée exist in the smallest 
moments. They exist in Mr. Lesch and asking him if 
he missed us on the weekend: the answer was 
usually “no”. They exist in Mr. Edwards and the 
gum wrappers he’d put in my hand when he’d shake 
hello. They exist in every time I hid in the library to 
avoid Monsieur Garnier yelling at me about my 
uniform and then hearing, “Cabana! Oh la la”. They 
exist in Monsieur Parreira and our matching furry 
hoodies. They exist in begging Ms. Carver to push 
back our DSTs with the biggest smiles on our faces. 
They exist in pointing at Milad from the cafeteria 
and pretending to vomit. They exist in Montana 
wearing unglasses to class at 8am. They exist in 
Bassel running from Madame Kassabian with his 
coffee in the morning. They exist in Hali yelling at 
Reza for parking in her spot. They exist in Cor 
complaining that he hasn’t studied and then getting 
a 92 on the test. They exist in the garage where 
Bosco fails to park within the lines.  

They exist in every corner. Every hallway. On every 
windowsill. Every locker. They exist in all of us... 
oh boy, thank God they do.

By Bass Atassi  

It’s hard to 
p i c k o n e 
moment to 
a p p r e c i a t e 
after all the 
a m a z i n g 
experiences I 
have had at 
Lycée. Lycée 
has allowed 
me to explore 
m y t a l e n t s 
a n d h a s 

t a u g h t m e 
lessons I will never forget. A very special thank 
you to Ms. Carver for all the talks we had where 
you encouraged me to be myself and to keep 
pushing to be the best. As well as Mr. Petauton for 
Philosophy class because he taught me principles I 
will carry with me for the rest of my life. The 
student body, as a whole, is what I will never 
forget. The support I got when I would start a new 
individual project was insane. After I graduate I 
won’t forget the kids who told me to stop doing 
what I was doing because you are the reason I am 
headed for the top. When I graduate I’m taking 
everyone who has supported me to the top with 
me. We are going Ba$$tronomical. 
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By Valdi Bélizaire 

When I think about Lycée, the first words that 
come to mind are 
« f a m i l y » , 
« support », and 
« community ». 
These four years 
h a v e b e e n a 
rollercoaster for 
me. From the 
times I stressed 
a b o u t 
assignments, to 
the brevet, the AP 
exams, and the 
B A C . U p o n 
reflecting on my 
time at Lycée, I 
think of all of the 
hard work and all 
of the hours I 
have spent here. 
My identity has 
instilled itself in 
all my time here. 
I think about the 
t e a c h e r s w h o 
have seen me cry 
and offered me solutions to make it through High 
School. I think about how organized I had to be to 
make it through these fours years. And I think 
about the upperclassmen who have always 
seemed so scary, but who I have somehow been 
able to make connections with. I think about this 

family I have 
m a d e . M y 
friends are 
h e r e , a n d 
leaving them 
s e e m s s o 
sad, but this 
c h a n g e i s 
necessary. It 
is thanks to 
this school 
that I have 
seen myself 
grow into the 
woman I am 
today, and 
for that , I 
say: Thank 
you, Lycée. 

By Sul Lee                                                                                      

I still remember the very first moment I dipped 
my toe in the water called “Lycée”. I was still 
fresh off the boat and didn’t speak a lick of 
English. Waiting in Monsieur Angelini’s office, 
in my well-ironed blouse that was buttoned all 
the way up and my blazer that was missing the 
Lycée logo, I saw a brunette with extreme curly 
hair. She waved at me with a subtle smile on her 
face, and as she left, Madame Boissier took me 
to the class, sixième A1, where I met most of 
my  lifelong friends including Elita “the” curly 
girl. Ella, who at the time was the tallest in the 
class, that whispered, “Oh no! She’s tall!”; 
Caroline, with Snowflake in between her arms, 
that asked if I wanted to come to her birthday 
party; Colombine, with braces and middle 
parting, that smiled awkwardly at me… Sixième, 
cinquième, quatrième, troisième… and the 
Brevet. We worried and suffered, laughed and 
had a good time together. Time flew by, and now 
we are all facing our own future. My seven years 
of adventure at the Lycée has brought me a lot 
more than just friends. It came to me with 
exceptional experiences as well as unforgettable 
memories and allowed me to be who I am today. 
It has completed my identity. And so, thank you 
and adieu Lycée. 
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By Laura Sadarnac-Lemosse 

À la classe de 2019,  

Un p’tit mot d’au revoir à toute la troupe après ces 
quatre ans passés au lycée ensemble. 

Je dis “troupe” parce que je sais qu’on est pas tous 
potes mais ça, c’est pas très important. En quatre 
ans, on a vu beaucoup de nouveaux visages 
arriver et des anciens partir, on a tous énormément 
changé et maintenant on est tous prêts à repartir 
comme si de rien n’était. Mais bon, le Lycée— ce 
n’est pas rien.  

Oui, y’a eu beaucoup de stress et de pression pour 
les notes, les APs, le BAC; oui, on a tous bossé 
comme des ouf; et oui, on a tous réussi. Oui, on a 
tous dit à un moment ou un autre “ça me soule les 
cours”, “j’en peux plus”, “pourquoi j’suis là?”, 
“tuez moi svp”. Ouais ouais, tout ça est vrai. Et 

ouais ouais, 
y ’ a 
vraiment eu 
d e s 
m o m e n t s 
on en avait 
tous ras le 
bol. Et je 
vous parle 
p a s d e s 
c o u r s d e 
p h i l o … 
Mais bon, 
le Lycée, ça 
a q u a n d 
même bien 
payé. 

On a tous 
était admis dans des universités de dingue. On sait 
tous ce qu’on fait l’année prochaine. Et j’espère 
que, pour ça, on est tous 

fiers de nous mêmes. Mais bon, le Lycée, on est 
d’accord, ça n’a pas été qu’une question de cours.  

On l’sait tous, on a bien kiffé les p’tites sorties à 
In&Out ou à Cheviot pendant les lunchs. On a aussi 
bien profité de nos potes qui ont des voitures, dans 
lesquelles on peut mettre la musique à fond, c’la péter 
et arriver comme des rois dans le garage. Juste le fait 
d’être les plus vieux du lycée et de pouvoir dire que 

les p’tits nous soulent, ça c’est franchement pour faire 
genre mais on sait qu’on l’a tous dit ou au moins 
pensé. Et puis, à toutes nos ptites soirées ensemble.  

Bref, tout ça pour dire qu’on l’aura fait ensemble, 
potes ou pas potes, on est la troupe 2019. Et je vous 
souhaite le meilleur pour la suite.  

Bonne route la troupe ;)
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By Louie Kulber 

Farewell Le Lycée and to climbing flights of stairs everyday 
Adieu les sections, who else really knows about the French Bac 
anyways?  
Goodbye ‘la CRAVATE!’, ‘la CHEMISE!’ from Garnier 
And au revoir paid free dresses so student council can ‘raise’ money. 

So long asking for your trousse or stylo 
À jamais sassy teachers telling you you’re more feignant than you’ll 
ever know 
Toodleoo Wednesday nights studying for Thursday DST 
And à très bientôt 4 hour tests that make me question my sanity. 

See ya teachers with your quirky character and phrases 
Ciao in-class stories of far off mysterious Moroccan palaces and 
places 
Bye Cheviot and the Roar food and drink review 
Perhaps I’ll find comfort again in college, starting anew.  

Farewell franglais; I admit, I will miss you most 
And merci Lycée, you’ve been quite a unique host.  
To my memories, I hold my head up high: 
Until death do us part as my final goodbye. 

By Isabella + Sofia Mandich & Joseph 
Abergel 

Shall I compare thee to a lad in S? 
Thou shall not complain, “You chose it”, they say. 
Thy main reason: to take part in noblesse, 
And in DSTs, how holy a day.  

Clouded by functions and algorithms, 
Thy left sided brain impedes on this task, 
Survive this one day is the new theorem. 
Mind spinning as though rotating a flask. 

Desperately chasing the Congo River, 
Although numb from the repetitive stress, 
Candy spikes glycogen in thy liver, 
Moïse just left the classroom? Oh, God Bless! 

So long as thy cells persist to respire, 
So long live the T S FAB Empire. 
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By Sebastien Muñoz-Walmsley 

As the senior class’s final year at the Lycée is 
coming to a close, the many memories we have 
shared and created together in and outside of class 
will certainly be cherished. Here are a couple of the 
most memorable class of 2019 events that I’m sure 
all of us will remember and hold close to us during 
the next four years of our life and beyond.  

The Washington D.C. Trip

One of the things most 10th grade students look 
forward to during their school year is the 
Washington D.C. trip. The trip is very special since 
it lets students build strong relationships between 
each other and it certainly did so for me. Since it 
was the first time I spent such a large amount of 
time around many of my classmates, I was able to 
learn so much about my closest friends, but also 
people I had not talked with much prior to the trip. I 
remember having existential talks late at night with 
my roommates, which would keep us awake much 
later than we should have been since we had to 
wake up dreadfully early each morning. In fact, the 
first day, so many of us were so exhausted, not only 
from the early wake-up time but also the jet lag, that 
we had gone and napped during one of our museum 
visits. Every bench was occupied by one or two 
sleeping kids, and even the floors of the museum 
were scattered with students asleep against the 
walls. The napping didn’t end there though. I 
specifically remember napping in front of the 
Supreme Court while waiting for it to open, and 
every time the sun crawled away from me, I would 
relocate back into the sunlight in order to stay 
warm.  

A.P. Week 

Looking back on all four years of high school, I’m 

sure most of us 
can say that our 
junior year was 
the most stressful 
and busy year. 
Because of the 
amount of AP’s 
we all took as 
w e l l , t h e l a s t 
couple weeks of 
s c h o o l a r e 
especially vicious. 
D e s p i t e t h e 
c r a m m i n g a n d 
long n ights of 
studying during 

the AP weeks, I was still able to keep my mind off 
of the approaching exams thanks to my friends. I 
feel that the time I spent with them during the AP 
weeks was especially memorable since we all 
knew that we were going through the same 
struggles and we were thus able to greatly 
appreciate our time together. We knew that as 
soon as we went back home, we had to get back to 
reading our APUSH crash course book, or doing 
multiple choice passages for AP English, so 
during our time together we would cherish every 
second. I remember a specific car-ride where we  

purposefully distorted the radio and played a song 
at max volume. Not only was this experience one 
of the funniest since the car was vibrating and the 
speakers sounded as if they were about to break, 
but it also allowed us to release all of the energy 
that had been building up inside of us since the 
start of the AP weeks. Although this experience 
may not seem that significant, it is one that will 
stick with me throughout the rest of my life since 
it taught me how comforting friends can be in 
times of tribulation.  
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By Isabella + Sofia Mandich  

Just like we can’t picture a life without each other, 
we can’t picture a life without Lycée.  

In order to explain this irreplaceable experience, 
let’s go back to 2004 (aka the year that Friends said 
goodbye and Facebook said hello). It was quite a 
rough start. One of us had her fair share of 
nosebleeds (guess who), and the other her rather 
public “accident” at school.  

Early on, Lycée somehow managed to teach us 
crucial life lessons. First grade was even more of a 
shock than the first day of school. It was the first 
time we would be separated into different classes. 
At first, our mom consoled two crying children. 
Then, Sofia began the bad habit of using Isabella’s 
books when she forgot hers. Routinely, we checked 
up on each other while crossing paths during clean-
up time in the cafeteria. Needless to say, the twins 
learned to be somewhat be independent from each 
other.  

Elementary school was a time of experimenting. 
From Sofia and Daniel’s invented game of Super 
Monkey to daily games of basketball with the boys, 
from attending choir only because we could buy  

ice-cream sandwiches to a massive trade of Silly 
Bandz, our friendships grew naturally through 
such exotic experiences. We couldn’t fully grasp it 
yet, but we were already building a community 
that we would treasure later on.   

It seems that in our final stages of Lycée, our eyes 
have finally opened to the great value it has 
contributed to the both of us. Thank you to the 
teachers, from those with whom we’ve shared 
experiences such as meaningful conversations 
about life, to those who empathized with the 
occasional snack or coffee craving (and of course 
thank you for the truly interesting and passionate 
classes). Shoutout to the tennis team, that taught 
us that the opportunity to make true friendships is 
always there, no matter at what stage. We’ve 
maintained up to decade-long friendships that 
have managed to persevere through tag, puberty, 
and high school stress. We’re pretty sure this 
means they’ll last beyond the limits of Lycée. All 
of these friendships have created an environment 
of trust, honesty, and joy that we are eternally 
grateful for.  

From the hokey pokey to the Bac, it’s pretty safe 
for us to say that Lycée has seen it all.  
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By Caroline Levin 

Lycée has been a lot. There were times when I 
didn’t think I’d be able to pull through. The stress 
gets to be too much, the sense of close-knit 
community becomes filled with suffocating cliques, 
the hours become too long, the gossip spreads so 
fast, and you just want to walk out. But you don’t. I 
ask myself at different times of distress why I’ve 
willingly sat through it all. And I’ve come up with a 
few Lycée quirks that might’ve made it worthwhile, 
knowing that I can’t imagine who I’d be today 
without them. I ask myself: Why did I decide to 
push through? 

I’d see Louie in the morning and brace myself for 
the impact of his violent greetings; I’d be comforted 
by the sight of Elita’s bright yellow backpack in the 
hallway or library, reassuring me that I could have 
access to her fruit/veggie bag and infectious hugs; 
I’d spend lunchtime with the 
twins, Madge and Sabina at 
Lokal or Tikki as we’d cram in 
our AP Lit annotations 30 
minutes before being due; I’d 
slam Fluf into lockers as she’d 
fall to the floor in laughter at my 
hyperbolic release of stress; I’d 
Facetime Bosco talking for two 
hours about how much work we 
h a v e t o d o w i t h o u t e v e r 
discussing the work itself; I’d 
hunt down Mireille, pushing her 
shoulder to have her tell me what 
our weekend endeavors would 
consist of; I’d nearly pee myself 
with laughter during Spanish as 
Quitterie and I would exchange 
words of gibberish and “Ich 
nein!”; I’d have Nick infesting 
my phone on the daily with spams of his closeups; 
I’d have digressions of political commentary 
amongst my L peers instead of doing Suites, to M. 
Ressiguie’s dismay…  

I’d listen to M. Petauton and his lectures composed 
of passionate tirades and plentiful parenthèses— 

while he paces back and forth with cup of coffee 
in hand yet never once taking a pause to sip for 
fear of interrupting the paces back and forth with 
cup of coffee in hand yet never once taking a 
pause to sip for fear of interrupting the 
philosophical adrenaline; M. Parreira and his 
eager participation during Debate Club meetings, 
his nose for gum chewing comparable to that of a 
basset hound, his time spent in the supervisor’s 
office with a ukulele “borrowed” from Louie’s 
locker; M. Compère and his tiny glasses, his 
brilliant laugh, his speedy stride that  can 
surprisingly outrun any student’s desperate chase 
for a grade negotiation (I speak from experience), 
his ability to bring the ghosts of ancient writing to 
life (“Une femme qui choisit son destin au 
XVIIème siècle? No way!”); M. Manet and his 
floating yogi presence, his bags of pregame 
bananas, his eyeballs so wild you’d think there 
were invisible men keeping his lids stretched wide 

open (the man has known me 
since the age of 3 yet will never 
truly understand that my name is 
not in fact “Charlotte”); Mr. McG 
and his patience in responding to 
my infinite emails that pleaded for 
e x t e n s i o n s o n d e a d l i n e s /  
postponements on tests, as well as 
reassuring me when I have the 
monthly meltdown because “I 
wasn’t born with the economist 
gene”; Dr. Arden and her selfless 
dedication to making sure I passed 
my courses, picking up my phone 
calls in the middle of ski break 
r i g h t b e f o r e A P R e s e a r c h 
deadl ines as I s t i l l d idn’t 
understand how to write a Lit 
Review; Miss Carver and her eyes 
of sympathy that show genuine 

care for our suffering and exhausting complaints, 
her sixth sense detector that just knows who did 
and didn’t do the weekly reading, her pumpkin 
spice, her assigned “walks” (the first ones scaring 
you shitless), her love for Fitzgerald, her ever 
changing hair but timeless smile, her stories of 
love and loss and Mr. Lesch that birthed an 
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excitement within us all to go out and live life in all 
of its madness…  

… I’d see and hear it all, being reminded of the 
light this school has brought me. The endless 
Bonjours, Good Mornings, Buenos Días— even the 
occasional Guten Tag. The  weekly four hour DSTS 
that have forever made Thursdays a cursed day; the 
constant coffee runs to Lokal for a Cappuccino with 
almond milk that never failed to better the tiresome 
days; the soirées that have forced me to adapt a 
discrete liking for French music (someone please 
explain to me why there are 600 versions of 
“Afrotrap”). It’s been a high school experience 
unlike any other I could’ve imagined as an 
American girl living in Los Angeles. Looking back 
at the 15 years gone by, I can say I’m pretty grateful 
to have lived it. Dare I say that I’ll even miss it.  

By Charlotte Coplon 

I’m not going 
t o f a k e 
n o s t a l g i a 
about my high 
school career. 
The last four 
y e a r s h a v e 
been a time of 
c o n s t a n t 
change and 
disturbance, 
a n d y e t , 
w i t h i n t h e 
niche of our 
school, I’ve 
managed to 
f ind s t rong 
fr iendships , 

people that surpass the usual “high school 
friendship” stigma, and that is what I’ve chosen to 
take from this experience. I know my true and close 
friends are a large part of who I am, and in that 
sense I am thankful for my experience at this 
school, for enabling me to find them, and to find 
myself (as nauseatingly overplayed as that might 
sound). So what I’ve taken from all the years at this 
school is how important and rare true friendships 
are, and I am thankful every day for the ones I have, 
and will continue to have even after graduation. 

I look back on Friday night dinners, and the close 
bonds that grew only closer with every meal. I look 
back on all of the positive memories I have amassed 
throughout my educational career, and I attribute 
every single one of them to my amazing friends. 

High school is difficult, and the workload was 
never light. I’ll admit, I was always stressed, but I 
got through it thanks to the FaceTime calls, the 
teamwork, and all the positive energy my friends 
put in my life.  

The friends I have found at Lycée have inspired 
me in so many ways, and have helped me 
strengthen my values of loyalty, truthfulness, love, 
etc… Even though my experiences have not 
always been positive throughout high school, 
everything leading up to now has taught me about 
my core values, and what I look for in others. 
Every disagreement and clash has only made me a 
stronger person, with a better sense of my own 
moral compass. Coming out of Lycée, I do feel 
prepared for my life, because I know how to rely 
on my own opinions, to trust myself and my 
friends. 

By Jospeh Abergel  

Why Lycée? This is a deceptively simple question. 
When I think of Lycée, my mind goes to the 4 
hour DSTs, classes ending at 5 PM or 7 PM (for 
the lucky people), the insurmountable amounts of 
homework, and the constant harassment from
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G a r n i e r 
a b o u t “ l a 
chemise” et 
“la cravate”. 
I forgot to 
mention that 
every time an 
A m e r i c a n 
person asks 
m e w h a t 
s c h o o l I 
attend, I say 
that “small 
p r i v a t e 
F r e n c h 
s c h o o l ” .  
But, once I 
dug a little 
deeper into 
“ W h y 

Lycée?”, I understood that, despite being that small 
private French school, Lycée helped me foster 
relationships that I will cherish for the rest of my 
life. Lycée is where I found Benjamin, the funniest/ 
most “dumb-smart” person I’d ever met, as well as 
one of my closest friends.  Lycée is where I found 
Marc and told him that my mom wanted me to be 
friends with him. Lycée is where I found Loris, 
mistook his name for that of a girl, and then 
demonstrated that he was half-monkey. With time 
spent (suffering) together at school, wandering the 
halls, talking with JP and BERBER, and the 
countless Shabbats, laughing, drinking (of course 
grape juice), and singing, we have grown together 
as a family. Le Lycée is the birthplace of a 
brotherhood that will stay a part of me forever (for 
worse or better). I want to also mention that without 
Le Lycée, I would have never met Bernard, who has 
truly been a mentor to me.  

Back to the original question, “Why Lycée”: 
Lycée is a source for bonding and relationships 
with anyone, teachers, supervisors, seniors 
through freshmen, and for that, I say, Thank you. 

By Camille Simkin & Hermione Ji 

Terminale, Twelfth Grade, Senior Year, 
However it is said 
Eventually it will always begin to 

Come to an end. The 
Last year of all of us together 
Action-packed with memories of triumphs and 
failures, 
Surviving (barely) classes, 
So long Lycée. 

Once, we dreamed impatiently of this day  
Finally it has come 

Too long of a wait, we told ourselves when we 
began 
When will it be over, we used to always ask 
Even when we knew our time was limited 
Never did we stop to 
Think, that the memories we made would soon be 
just that. 
You never knew that joke, that meal, that class, 
would be the last. 

Now with the final days ticking by 
I think we’ve done it all 
No more tests to slave over studying, well at least 
not until the  
Eve of college finals. 
Then, we will think back to these days 
Even the smiles 
Even the pain 
Nineteen, our graduating class. 
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By Elita Kahen  

15 years of my life. 5 different campuses. Countless 
languages spoken every day. Lycée has helped me 
to adopt a new way of life, a new take on what it 
means to be part of a family and life time 
community. Even though I’ve stayed at the same 
school for practically all my life, I feel like in a way 
I have taken a new piece from each experience that 
I have encountered and combined them into 
something that resembles my identity. It isn’t even 
about the experience as a whole but rather 
remembering certain moments, certain details of 
every friend, teacher or student 
that I have come across in my 
Lycée lifetime.  

I try to remember the colored tiles 
on the wall of the Campus 55 
backyard, marked with paint 
strokes from our then tiny fingers. 
I try to remember the smell of the 
great big fig tree “Up The Hill”, 
embracing us with its big arms, 
and the painted murals “Down 
The Hill”, etched with our stories 
in each design. Spending the past 
for years in this one building, this 
single looming tower, filled with 
late night 7 o’clock classes, 
weekly 4 hour Thursday DSTs, an 
insurmountable mountain of 
homework, essays and tests, I find 
it hard sometimes to see past the 
fog that has blurred my looking 
glass to the past. Instead there is 
this certain feeling that takes over. You can’t see 
past the used up yellow pencils in front of you from 
constantly writing your new draft of tomorrow 
morning’s Philosophy dissertation, you can’t see 
past the small rectangular screen of your bright blue 
calculator, numerical sequences and logarithmic 
equations filling each crevice of your mind. As 
much as you wish to look up from your paper or 
your computer screen, or whatever medium it is that

is taking over, you cannot bare to look up and see 
that it is half past one on your night stand clock. 
Instead you are ever more consumed by whichever 
assignment is due the next day or the test you 
“forgot” to study for last weekend, even though 
you knew very well when it was due. 

Yet, behind all the agony that is tied up in this one 
three-story building, there is still a familiar 
comfort that seems to find us, right where it left us 
last. I can always count on Louie to play a single 
tune from his ukulele, or spout a witty line of 17th 
century poetry to lighten the mood. I know I can 
come to Caro for long talks, warm hugs and a 

smile that I will carry with me the 
rest of my day, or find Fifi and 
Bella in the halls laughing at some 
stupid thing Jo said, and then 
continuing to make fun of him as I 
chime in. I know I can count on 
Bosco to listen to me rant about 
whatever event has taken hold of 
my life, and him nodding, half-
listening, yet listening all the same, 
to the endless details I have to 
share. 

However, it isn’t just the friends 
that I have found that have given 
me something to hold on to, but 
those who stand in front of me 
every day and share with me a 
piece of their knowledge. As I sit 
in class, I listen to M. Bernard tell 
us about his endless teachings on 
the laws of Physics and each detail 
that lies in the depth of subatomic 

particles, yet constantly assuring us that he, in 
fact, is ALWAYS right. Or even Mme Lundberg, 
as she shares with us (the meekly seven survivors 
of AP Biology), her eyes bright and alert, of the 
beauties that find themselves both in our own 
human bodies yet also in the natural world 
surrounding us— every inch of chromatin, of red 
blood cell floating through our veins, and 
glycogen spikes in our liver, there is a beauty in
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ask questions like “How does it feel to be in a 
class with four people?” and make comments 
like “Well, I bet your dating life is 
nonexistent”. But the kind of small our school 
is different than what someone else would 
expect.  When they think small they think 

constraining, a too short ceiling that slowly 
becomes more and more uncomfortable the 
older you get.  They think shoes that rub your 
feet and squeeze your toes and prevent them 
from growing right.  They think of a six foot 
tall fifteen year old sleeping in a bed made for 
a toddler, feet reaching off the edge and out of 
the blankets. But this small is less oppressive 
and more infinity, as paradoxical as that 
sounds.  It’s defined by the close-as-family 
relationships you make, the amount of people 
who truly know and love you.  And that is 
something that makes you able to reach out, 
able to go outside of your small space and not 
die from the sheer vastness of it as soon as you 
go outside.  Our family might be dysfunctional 
(very, very, very dysfunctional sometimes), 
but at least it gives us the support and love that 
we need to make our way in the world. 

At least I hope so.

our biology. Or Mme Clément running, hands flying 
in the air, to tell us about the tragic death of some 
other deity in the Ancient Greek world. And of 
course, Ms. Carver, and her empathy that never 
ceases to touch every single one of us in its own 
way. Her eyes of comfort always looking for any 
signs of sadness we may feel, and giving us a little 
hope even as we try to mask our pain away. Her 
friendship with every character she meets, for every 
George and Lenny she sits down with, like old 
friends lost within the pages of the books she 
teaches us. 

So yes, even hidden under the cracks of anxiety in 
the walls, and misery stained in the dark circles 
around our eyes, I still find a way to look back and 
tell myself that I have stitched together an identity 
with a piece of every friend, teacher and experience 
I have had the pleasure to have encountered. 
Granted, it is still a work in progress, but the strings 
that have been intertwined these past 15 years can 
never be undone.  

By Sabina Brink 

Our school is a lot of things, and small is definitely 
one of them.  It’s the type of small that when you 
talk about the size of your grade to the average 
person, they think it’s the size of your class, when 
you talk about the size of your school, the size of 
your grade.  It’s the kind of small that makes people 
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By Aoki Lee Simmons-Leissner 

As the school year rushes to a close, so does this 
academic year’s Roar. This last issue is dedicated to 
the seniors, but also the people who influence, 
support and guide them. So I sat down with Lycée 
iconic teaching power couple, Miss Carver and Mr. 
Lesch, to ask about them, us, and the daily 
intersection.  

On Lycée & Teaching  

Aoki: How long have you guys been working at 
Lycée, and how did you start?  

Ms. Carver: This is my 28th year at the Lycee, I 
was teaching at a Catholic school in Pasadena, and I 
was looking for a secular school. I interviewed here, 
and here I am!  

Mr. Lesch: This is my 20th year, and like Miss 
Carver (who informed me of the opening here in the 
Social Studies department) I interviewed and Mr. 
Kabbaz offered me the job.  

A: What is the secret to a long and successful 
teaching career?  

M.L: Patience, compassion 

M.C: (to Mr. Lesch) Compassion from you? 

M.L: No no, I’m patience, you’re compassion.  

M.C: I would say patience and finding a way to not 
talk down to your students. And having affection for 
working with kids. 

A: Are we really kids? I prefer young adults. 

M.C: *gently rolls eyes* young adults. 

A: What’s the hardest moment you have had as a 
teacher?  

M.L: I think the death of a student; it is a hard 
thing to accept, that someone young should be 
taken, for whatever reason. I had a student who 
took their own life, that was very difficult. It is the 
hardest thing.  

M.C:  For me, and while that's certainly a much 
more thoughtful answer but  also it has to be a 
class or students who just won’t engage in a class. 

M.L: Yeah I’ll second that. Student apathy is hard 
to deal with.  

A: What is a moment you will always remember 
with a student? 

M.C: It is not necessarily a favorite moment but 
one that makes me thing about being a teacher. A 
couple of my students were talking about their 
annotations int the library and one senior said 
“Guys you HAVE to do your annotations” and he 
told a story about how last year, I caught him 
plagiarizing some annotations.  I pulled him into 
the community room and I had talked to him about 
it and I was very disappointed in him. The way he 
was explaining it, it was like it was still affecting 
him. I don’t even remember that moment. I don’t 
see him differently or think differently of him but 
for him it stuck. And it made me remember we 
have to think about the power we have as teachers, 
and the things that we say to students.  

M.L: I think one of my favorite moments goes 
way back into my teaching career when I was 
teaching a fourth grade class and I had to do yard 
duty. There was a little first grader there that just 
didn't want to play with the other kids so he would 
just cling to me. Always come and sit on my lap; 
this one day he was sitting on my lap, munching 
on half a peanut butter sandwich and all of a 
sudden he decided he wanted to go play with the 
other kids. So he put the sandwich in my shirt 
pocket and ran off, and that was his social 
introduction. He came back for the sandwich at 
the end of recess. 

A: Do you guys remember every student?  

M.L: I don’t remember last year’s students 
*laughing* 

M.C: No we do! 
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M.L: Ok yes, we do.  

M.C: especially when they reach out through social 
media later on, we have good memories about just 
about everyone.  

A: Ms. Carver, you have a reputation as someone 
who students can trust and confide in, we don’t 
really have an emotional therapist here but many 
come to you for that sort of thing. How does it make 
you feel to have students rely on you? Does it every 
get draining to hear about everyone’s problems? 

M.C: Thats nice for you to say; it’s not draining. I 
feel helpless sometimes that I can’t do more. But I 
guess I just want students to feel that this is a safe 
place for them. I want high school to be a safe place 
for the students here, I didn’t think I would, but I 
just like young adults and I want them to succeed.  

A: Mr. Lesch, would you like to speak to that?  

M.L: Actually I’m very jealous of the fact that she 
has that ability to do that, I don’t, I don’t put the 
vibes out there that a student can some confide and 
seek emotional help. I’m more standoffish. But 
that’s one of the things I love about her.  

P.S: For some strange reason my recorder did not 
pick this part up, but Mr. Lesch would like students 
to know that they can also come to him for 
emotional support, and though he may seem 
standoffish, he also cares. :)  

A: Do either of you grade emotionally? Concerning 
topics you maybe resonate with or dislike, or taking 
into account factors outside of the classroom, for 
example a student struggling emotionally? Do 
emotions come into your grading? 

M.C: I think it’s something teachers struggle with 
all the time, trying not to be judgmental, fighting to 
be objective. I feel like I’m mostly successful with 
that but I’m sure I’ve had my moments. 

M.L: Very rarely would I ever let my emotions, 
come in. It’s very rare and I can’t even recall a 
situation. With 11th and 12th graders, my job is to 
push them to their greatness, not to try and make it 
easy for them. It’s not about grading about effort, 
it’s grading about mastering the content. No matter 
how much basketball you practice, if you can’t 
make a three pointer, you won’t make the team.  

M.C: Yes, you are very good with that.  

A: Do you think you have impacted students’ lives 

M.L: I would like to think so. Occasionally students 
let us know down the road, through a letter or a card

or an encounter, that we have. That's the payoff for 
a teacher because you don’t see the results of your 
job as they happen. But sometimes the results 
come back and you think “Ok, I did a good job.” 

M.C: I agree, those are the rewarding moments. 
We can’t see the results of it usually.  

M.L: it usually has nothing to do with their grades 
or the course subject, it’s the influence you had on 
a younger individual, and mentoring kind of thing. 
And when they come back and say they appreciate 
what you did for them…. 

On Marriage & Home Life  

Interviewer’s note : This section was very 
enjoyable to interview. The true friendship and 
partnership between Ms. Carver and Mr. Lesch 
was evident in their playful asides and joint 
answers. I wish I could have included the entirety 
of the interview, but it was about 20 minutes long.  

A: How did you guys meet?  

M.C: I got a job teaching at a Catholic school, and 
as a young teacher I was assigned a master teacher  
who ended up being Mr. Lesch.  I found him kind 
of grumpy and distant at first and he wasn't very 
helpful as a “master teacher” but we realized that 
we had a lot of common as far as books and film 
and loving to travel. Then he ended up rescuing 
me because the eighth grade class we shared 
treated me miserably because they knew I was 
new. Mr Lesch, who was their homeroom teacher, 
gave them a little bit of hell about how they were 
treating the new teacher Miss Carver, and that 
made me see him in a new light.  
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A: When did you guys get married. 

M.L: 25 years ago, this month (April)

M.C: April 2nd, 1994.

A: What is the secret to a long and successful 
marriage 

M.L: I think patience certainly and not to become 
very complacent  in how you relate to the other 
person to carry your own weight in the relationship 
and constantly work at it. And patience.  

M.C: So patience is the number one thing you need 
with me? *said with slight sarcasm* 

M.L: In any marriage! 

M.C: Yes well, you have experience *smiles*, but 
yes, I think patience and this may sound odd but 
you need to have a lot of affection for the person 
you are married too. Of course you love them, but 
you must also really like them. And I think you 
have to have respect for each other. And that even 
when you argue, you realize that, that doesn't touch 
the love and respect you have for each other.  

On the Seniors  

A: Mr. Lesch, you are known for your phrases such 
as “Sit down and shut up” and “You’re on my list”, 
what phrase do you have for the departing seniors?  

M.L: “Live long and prosper”..that sounds better 
than “good riddance” right?  

A: What will you miss most about this graduating 
class? Meaning me *insert laughing emoji* 

M.L: AP Gov. is a very engaged class, always 
engaged in discussing  a variety of issues. 
Sometimes off topic but very engaged. Maybe a 
little over engaged.  

M.C: Regarding the 12-1, it’s been an odd 
dynamic in this class, so the times that you have 
come together to respond to a poem or a topic, 
have felt like a real victory, when you all work 
together. I’m going to remember those moments. 

A: What advice do you have for the senior class?  

M.C: Find a place where you can give the best of 
yourself, maybe that is your career, the family that 
you build, maybe in your community, your faith. 
Emerson talks about being able to go to bed at 
night and let go of all the bad things that happened 
but also feeling satisfied with what you gave of 
yourself that day.  

M.L: Life is such a struggle, you need to be aware 
of opportunities and take advantage of them. It’s a 
bit of a nasty world, and you’re the only person 
who is going to take your interests to heart. Be 
true to yourself.  

M.C: Find a place where you can give the best of 
yourself, maybe that is your career, the family that 
you build, maybe in your community, your faith. 
Emerson talks about being able to go to bed at 
night and let go of all the bad things that happened 
but also feeling satisfied with what you gave of 
yourself that day.  

M.L: Life is such a struggle, you need to be aware 
of opportunities and take advantage of them. It’s a 
bit of a nasty world, and your the only person who 
is going to take your interests to heart. Be true to 
yourself.  

A: Anything else you’d like to say?  

M.C: Farewell to the class of 2019! You’ll be 
remembered, you’ll be missed, I think you’ll all go 
on to do interesting things.  

M.L: You’ll be remembered.  

Many thanks to Ms. Carver and Mr. Lesch for this 
interview! You also will be remembered and 
missed by all our your seniors. 
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